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Abstract

a) Purpose of review: This short review updates an
exhaustive one written by Correa et al in 2019 about haptic
training simulation on needle insertion in the medical field.
b) Recent findings: Latest works refine well-
known models and enhance setups and methods
to facilitate generically getting experimental data.
c) Summary: We provide a complementary focus on device spec-
ifications and recent models to render this specific haptic feed-
back on Computer-Based Simulators. Assessment approaches and
the issues encountered when introducing such simulators into cur-
ricula are also discussed. FEM-based approaches still do not per-
mit real-time computation but hybrid approaches as proposed by [1]
may become a good compromise. Nonetheless, psychophysical stud-
ies should be performed to determine the haptic fidelity of the
various approaches found in the literature, and embed them effi-
ciently in medical curricula. This would permit to delay the nec-
essary final hands-on training on patients that raises ethical issues.

Keywords: Haptic Training, Computer Simulation, Gesture Training, Needle
Insertion
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Introduction

Many medical procedures (blood sampling, biopsy, puncture, catheterization
... in anesthesia, brachytherapy, neurosurgery, ...) require needle insertion but
this common and important gesture differs a lot according to the goal, the
concerned areas of the body, and the visibility in the area. By nature, the part
of the needle already inside the body is not directly visible, which makes this
gesture performed almost blindly. Practitioners then require another source of
information to determine if the tip of the needle has reached the target loca-
tion, knowing that the needle may deflect from its initial trajectory (notably
for beveled ones), may cross various layers of anatomic tissues with differ-
ent mechanical behaviors (skin, fat, tendons, nerves, ...) requiring mastered
insertion forces and penetration velocities from the practitioner.

One important source is the haptic1 feedback: the needle-patient body
interaction forces felt by the practitioners in their hand(s) while inserting the
needle. In this way, they feel whether the needle penetrates or slips around a
blood vessel wall, or enters in contact with a bone, for instance. But in some
cases, this force feedback is not sufficient, such as in epidural anesthesia or
intraarticular injections. Complementary information must be provided to the
practitioners to help them in their gestures. For instance, in the case of epidu-
ral anesthesia, a syringe filled with a neutral solution is mounted on the needle;
the way it empties through the needle provides to the practitioner crucial
information about the reach of the epidural area. In other cases (brachyther-
apy, intraarticular injection, some epidural anesthesia, ...) real-time medical
imaging provides this complementary information. In all these cases, the prac-
titioners must learn how to manipulate and coordinate these tools taking
into account these sensations and complementary information, during a long
apprenticeship. Some of them require much practice before being efficient. For
instance, 90 epidural insertions are necessary to obtain an 80% success rate [2].

However, this training is, in general, performed first on manikins and
next on real patients that may suffer from unsuccessful first attempts. This
widespread ethical issue in the medical discipline has encouraged the use
of more realistic simulators that could permit safely and efficiently acquire
the technical skills and delay the necessary final training on patients [3].
Computer-Based Simulation (CBS) has been the first response to this gen-
eral requirement. However, they lack the force feedback rendering dimension.
Haptic training simulators (HTS) add this feedback with the help of haptic
devices, raising the fidelity of CBS [4]. For instance, a recent review of hap-
tic training for laparoscopy is proposed in [5]. Such simulators can render the
aforementioned haptic feedback to help practitioners train themselves on these
sensations as many times as necessary without any risk for patients.

This short review deals with hands-on training for needle insertion with
haptic training simulators. It updates a more exhaustive one written by Correa
et al in 2019 [6] with a complementary focus on devices and models used to

1The word “haptic” comes from the Greek word “haptomai” (ăπτoµαι) which means “touch”,
gathering kinaesthetic (force) and tactile senses.
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render this haptic feedback, and assessment approaches recently developed to
provide trainees an objective evaluation of their gestures and information on
how to improve them. Therefore, the following section introduces the haptic
devices that could be used for such a purpose, while Section 2 details the
various models that permit the control of the aforementioned haptic devices
to render realistic force feedback. Section 3 deals with gesture assessment.

1 Haptic Devices Used For Needle Insertion
Simulators

Virtual reality simulators are most of the time insufficient because the haptic
part is missing [7]. The haptic part can be passively reproduced by basic man-
nequins. Nevertheless, if they can be sufficient for tactile feedback, they are,
in general, not realistic enough in terms of force feedback. Since the democ-
ratization of additive manufacturing, some researchers have been developing
multi-material components to provide haptic feedback. For example, the com-
bination of Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) and Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS) can be used to make a phantom allowing needle insertion train-
ing [8]. Models based on gelatin can also be used [9]. However, these solutions
require manufacturing new products to reproduce different behaviors. To solve
this issue, the authors of [10] propose using a specific cartridge to reproduce
the penetration of the needle into different layers.

However, using passive materials to provide feedback has one main issue:
they will wear out over time and can be damaged by piercing. One solution is to
use active haptic interfaces. These interfaces can offer configurable simulators
without any damage to materials. They also permit embedding sensors to
record data for gesture assessment purposes.

1.1 Commercial Haptic Devices

Usual haptic interfaces are based on electric actuators such as DC motors
embedded in robots with serial (such as Touch by 3D System or Virtuose 6D by
Haption) or parallel (such as Falcon by Novint Technolgies Inc. or Omega 6 by
Force Dimensions) architectures. This not exhaustive list gathers the products
usually found in the literature. Figure 1 includes photos of these interfaces.
Their main difference lies in their numbers of Degrees of Freedom (DoF) and
of Degrees of Force Feedback (DoFF), the maximum force they can produce,
their workspace, and their cost. Table 1 gathers these characteristics.

1.2 Specifications For Needle Insertion

Needle insertion simulators require at least one DoFF to feel the axial tissue
resistance during the penetration. It can be useful in terms of fidelity with real
cases and pedagogical requirements also to enable the orientation of the needle
around the insertion hole, which then requires 5 DoF (the rotation around the
needle axis has usually no interest). It could be also interesting to reproduce
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(a) Touch by 3D
Systems

(b) Virtuose 6D by
Haption

(c) Falcon by Novint
Tech. inc.

(d) Omega 6 by
Force Dimension

Fig. 1: Examples of electric haptic interface

Device DoF DoFF
Max Stiffness Workspace Cost
Force [N] [N.mm] [mm] [k¿]

Touch 6 3 3 1 to 2.31 160 x 120 x 70 2
Virtuose 6D 6 6 35 3 1330 x 575 x 1020 90
Falcon 3 3 9 ?? 100 x 100 x 100 0.2
Omega 6 6 6 14.5 14.5 φ160 x 110 25

Table 1: Characteristics of most encountered electric haptic interfaces

the lateral tissue forces while the operator changes the orientation of the needle
during the penetration. It is therefore recommended to reproduce 5 DoFF to
get a realistic simulator.

1.3 Recent Samples Using Commercial Haptic Devices

To increase trainees’ immersion into the simulation, it is advised to provide
a mock needle on the interface. With the development of additive manufac-
turing, it is quite common to insert it on the haptic interface terminal tool.
For instance, in [11], where authors used a Novint Falcon for their epidural
simulator, they have developed a custom end effector to substitute the Novint
Falcon one (See Fig. 2). It allows increasing the realism of the simulator and
thus improve skills transfers to real-life situations.

In [12], authors used two Touch X interfaces (improved version of the Touch
interface by 3D Systems) to reproduce forces during ophthalmic surgical pro-
cedures. They also developed a specific end effector to allow practitioners to
use similar tools as in real procedures. To improve immersion, a virtual world
is added to the simulator.

In [13], authors simulated a Central Venous Catheterization (CVC) with a
virtual ultrasound probe featuring a 3D tracker and a Touch interface to sim-
ulate the CVC needle. The trainee handles the mock US probe with one hand
and the needle with the other hand. The real-time position and orientation of
the probe permit providing synchronized fake US images integrating the vir-
tual needle when visible. Li et al enhanced this setup by simulating the fake
probe with a second Touch interface to render probe-patient interaction forces
(see Fig. 3) [14]. The originality of this study mainly concerns the methods
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Fig. 2: Epidural simulator based on a Novint Falcon [11]

to compute in real-time the force to be reproduced by the haptic interfaces,
taking into account the respiration of the virtual patient.

Fig. 3: Simulator for renal biopsy based on Touch interfaces [14]

1.4 Custom Haptic Interfaces

The aforementioned commercially available interfaces can be used for many
medical applications. However, some procedures require to develop dedicated
haptic interfaces to be more realistic.

In [15], the authors developed a custom interface based on electric actua-
tors and a hexapod design (see Fig. 4). This original structure, which allows
obtaining 6 DoFF, lies on the unbound tool handled by the trainees. They can
thus move their tool without any constraints when they are outside the virtual
body. They can also change their tool and once they touch the virtual object,
the tip of the hexapod is linked to the tooltip.
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Fig. 4: Simulator using a custom haptic device based on an electric actuated
hexapod [15]

In epidural procedures, practitioners handle a needle mounted on a syringe.
Epidural anesthesia is a blind procedure as practitioners cannot see through
the human body and do not use any ultrasound probes on daily use. To bypass
this issue, practitioners connect a syringe filled with a neutral solution and
push on the piston while introducing the needle. The piston resistance provides
them haptic information about the localization of the tip of the needle. This
resistance quickly decreases as soon as the tip reaches the area of interest.
In [16], the authors used a pneumatic cylinder coupled with an artificial needle
mounted on a commercial haptic interface (Virtuose6D) (see Fig. 5). Using
this simulator, trainees are provided with force feedback not only from the
needle (through the electric haptic device) but also from the syringe (through
the pneumatic cylinder).

(a) Global view showing
both electric and pneumatic
haptic devices

(b) Pneumatic cylinder used to mimic a
syringe

Fig. 5: PeriSIM: training haptic simulator for epidural procedures
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1.5 Conclusion On Haptic Devices And Needle Insertion
Simulators

Training simulators are becoming more and more popular to learn and
assess medical gestures [17]. To be efficient in terms of hands-on training,
configurable, repetitive, and providing objective assessment feedback, needle
insertion simulators should feature an active haptic interface. These haptic
interfaces allow producing forces to allow trainees to become familiar with real
procedures. However, these forces need to be realistic. For that purpose, it is
necessary to compute them using biomechanical models. Next section deals
with this aspect.

2 Needle Insertion Simulation Models

Extensive work has focused on force modeling for needle insertion into soft
tissues. Some comprehensive reviews have been written either considering hap-
tic simulation applications [6, 18], or robot-assisted procedures [19]. In this
review, we focus on works related to haptic simulations, either already in use
or ought to be integrated into haptic training simulators in the coming years.

According to Azar et al, models used to render needle insertion forces in
simulations belong to two categories: Deformation and Fracture Mechanics
based models. Deformation-based models come from the observation of forces
due to the penetration of the needle into the tissues without considering under-
lying physics. In the second category, the needle insertion is modeled as a crack
that propagates with the help of an energetic approach [20].

2.1 Deformation Based Models

Forces exerted on the shaft of the needle during insertion into soft tissues
are commonly considered as the sum of ”cutting, sliding, stick-slip, tissue
deformation, and displacement and peeling” [21].

In the early 2000s, Simone and Okamura [22] proposed a method to mea-
sure these different forces and to gather them into 3 components corresponding
to a) cutting forces, applied on the tip of the needle, b) friction forces, applied
along the shaft of the needle and c) stiffness forces, due to elasticity of the
tissue before puncture, when the needle pushes against the organ causing
visco-elastic deformations. They distinguished three phases with different force
patterns, corresponding to the I/ prepuncture, II/ penetration, and IV/ extrac-
tion motions (in phase III, the needle is immobile). These models were obtained
through ex vivo experiments with computation of values a posteriori, but later,
Barbé et al performed online estimation on in vivo specimen [23]. Figure 6
describes these phases and the total axial force pattern due to the penetra-
tion of the needle. These models have still been used in recent works such as
[7, 11, 13, 13, 14, 24–34]. Recently, works focused on the ability to render mul-
tiple layers of tissues, using piece-wise exponential models [13] or nested boxes
[25] rendering each one its stiffness and cutting forces according to [35]. To
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Fracture point
Fig. 6: Needle insertion into soft tissues, divided into four phases: I/ Pre-
puncture II/ Puncture III/ Relaxation (stop) IV/ Extraction, [23]. The total
axial force as a function of the penetration is provided on the plot inspired
from [36].

benefit from the use of active haptic feedback, these works also proposed to
render different patient morphologies by adapting the size of the tissue layers
[13] or box depths [25]. Extrapolation of these models to other patient types
was validated with experts.

To improve rendering of cutting forces, Daniel et al. proposed the ”tracking
wall” algorithm as an enhancement of traditional proxy-based algorithms [24].
It allows rendering constant cutting force without chatter and capture small
rejections forces occurring when the needle stops inside tissues as stated by [36].
In recent works, lateral forces or clamping forces applied on the sidewalls of the
needle were modeled using proportional approaches, mimicking the elasticity
of the tissue [25, 26]. In some cases, elasticity was pondered by the depth
of insertion, meaning that diverging from the insertion path would become
harder as the needle penetrates the tissue. In these approaches, deflection of
the needle was not considered.

However, all these models consider forces as a function of penetration depth
only, without considering the velocity that affects the needle insertion into
viscoelastic tissues [37, 38]. Therefore, Wu et al. proposed a non-linear model
rendering the force feedback as a function of the needle’s instantaneous posi-
tion and velocity during the insertion phase into soft tissue. This model uses a
piece-wise split into two areas separated by the moment when the tissue stops
deforming while the needle proceeds. In the first area, an exponential-fitting
of the penetration depth, and in the second one, the force is proportional to it.
In both cases, velocity impacts the magnitude proportionally to the penetra-
tion depth. This model takes also the needle diameter as a parameter which
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influence is demonstrated (doubling the needle diameter, nearly doubles the
force magnitude). Unfortunately, the model parameter values for pork and beef
livers were not provided. Sadeghnejad et al. proposed, on the same approach
a 3-phase piece-wise model (tissue loading deformation, fracture (point sep-
arating pre-puncture and puncture phases) and cutting) taking into account
the tissue fracture event and cutting forces as a function of penetration and
velocity [28]. Note that they do not model the fracture physics, only consider
the change of behavior at this point. Nonetheless, these both studies do not
consider the retractation/withdrawal phase.

Note that, instead of stiffness-like functions, Castro et al. use non-
holonomic constraints to render forces due to contacts. This approach will be
integrated into surgical simulators in future works [39]. Table 2 sums up the
recent approaches to render forces using deformation-based models.

Author Paper Year Contact Friction Cutting Clamping

Daniel [24] 2020
Second-order
polynomial
[22]

Lugre
model [40]

Tracking wall
algorithm

Virtual
fixture
plasticity

Senac [25] 2019
Second-order
polynomial
[22]

Not
modelized

Constant with
low-pass filter

Linear and
angular
virtual spring

DiVece [26] 2021
Constant
damping
effect

Constant
static and
dynamic
friction

Not modelized Virtual spring

Wu [27] 2019
Exponential
and
polynomial

Damping

Constant
force (pro-
portionnal to
diameter)

Not modelized

Pepley [13] 2018 Piece-wise exponential [41] Not modelized

Sadeghnejad [28] 2019
Kelvin-Voigt
modified non
linear model

Not
modelized

Proportionnal
to dis-
placement
according
to constant
velocity

Not modelized

Pepley [42] 2016 Piece-wise exponential [41]
Small bound-
ing forces

Correa [30] 2017 Hooke’s law Not modelized
Lateral forces
prop to pene-
tration

Li [14] 2019 Fourier series Not modelized

Barnouin [31] 2020
2nd order
polynomial
[22]

Stick-slip
[22]

Constant
force

Stiffness K
proportional
to divergence
and insertion
depth

Moo-Young [11] 2021 Hooke’s law Not modelized PID controller

Esterer [32] 2020
Polynomial
peaks

Linear up to a constant Not modelized

El-Monajjed [33] 2021 Piece-wise polynomial and exponential functions Not modelized

Table 2: Overview of functions used to render forces due to needle inser-
tion and its components (friction, cutting, contact and clamping forces) in
deformation-based models from recent years

Despite numerous works and advancements on deformation-based Finite
Element Modelling (FEM) of needle insertion, [6], FEM based simulations are
still found to be too computationally demanding for haptic simulations. Recent
research focuses on improving efficiency of FEM based simulations by avoid-
ing remeshing during cutting [43]. To provide realistic force feedback behavior
and overcome computing limitations of FEM based approaches (see next sub-
section) at the same time, Wittek et al use Meshless Total Lagrangian Explicit
Dynamics to simulate tissue deformations. This model has the advantage of
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requiring only patient-specific geometry and two parameters (being easy to
identify from intra-operative images) to render patient-specific simulations [1].
As the model computes needle-tissue interaction forces, it may be used to
compute real-time force feedback in the future but this still requires some
validation.

2.2 Fracture-based Models

Two main approaches consider the modeling of the tissue fracture performed by
the insertion of the needle: Energy-Based Modeling (EBM) and Finite-Element
Modeling (FEM). This modeling should provide more precision around the
fracture point as, according to [38] for porcine skin, 61% of the total insertion
force comes from the fracture, 21% from the friction, and 18% from the tissue
deformation. Note that these models take into account the needle velocity.
However, as far as we know, no study compared the relative force rendering
quality of this family of approaches in an end-user physiological study.

In EBM, the cutting is considered as the consequence of exchanges of energy
between the needle and the tissue, causing crack propagation. Early works
demonstrated the relevance of this approach [20, 37] but only Barnett et al.
exploited this approach to predict insertion forces. Yet, this has not been
embedded in a training simulator.

Extensive research on Finite Element Method (FEM) based needle inser-
tion modeling has been done and synthesized in [6]. Recent progress is reported
in [44] where the modeling of the tissue fracture enables realistic FEM simu-
lations of needle trajectories and estimation of the interaction forces matching
the experimental data for deep insertion cases. In [45], multilayer tissues are
considered [45], but this kind of approach is reserved for design validation
or preplanning purposes as such simulations last several hours: they are still
computationally complex to provide real-time realistic force feedback in hap-
tic simulators. To enable this kind of modeling for real-time simulation, Bui
et al. proposed, in [46], a method to minimize the complexity of mesh gen-
eration and an algorithm named CutFEM solving equations with constraints
twice faster as classical FEM on a liver model (around 450 ms per iteration).
They validated it on an electrode implantation simulation in Deep Brain Stim-
ulation. This computation velocity enables 2D or 3D rendering in simulations
but is still a little slow to render directly force feedback in a haptic application
where 1 kHz is the minimum sampling period to reproduce hard contacts.

Needle deflection during insertion is a function of the diameter and shape of
the needle [45] and insertion forces [38]. Despite early works to investigate the
force-needle deflection relationship [47], Correa et al. confirm that the ”defor-
mation of [...] tissues or organs received more attention than the deflection
of needles” [6]. In recent FEM-based methods, needles were either considered
rigid [44] or deformable, using for instance the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory in
[46].
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2.3 Constitutive Models Representing Specific Tissues
And Parameters Identification

Forces occurring during needle insertion are tied to specific properties of both
needles and crossed tissues. If general assumptions are made on force distri-
butions during needle insertion (see Fig. 6), intrinsic parameters depend on
the mechanical properties of the simulated tissues. Therefore, parameters of
aforementioned models need to be determined to realistically render needle
insertion in specific tissues. Table 3 sums up the various recent studies that
permitted to determine these parameters for various kinds of needle insertion
applications.

In deformation based models, a method to obtain parameters is fitting
functions to experimental data obtained during needle insertions [27, 28, 32,
33] or traction/compression experiments [45]. Usually, these experiments are
performed on cadaveric (ex vivo) or animal tissues (in vivo or ex vivo). However,
in vivo data are difficult to obtain and ex vivo tissues cannot reliably replicate
life-like conditions as in in vivo tissues [48, 49]. Moreover, the accuracy of
mechanical properties from cadaveric samples would be hindered by freezing
and thawing [32]. Therefore, it is complicated to get accurate parameters only
using these methods. Several authors thus preferred to rely on literature or
the experience of expert surgeons to evaluate the accuracy of force feedback
through iterative try-and-test experiments. [24–26] Tissue phantoms can also
be used to test behaviors of needle insertion in various conditions and verify
models in early stages but were not used to identify parameters. [1, 50]

Efforts are still made to propose measurement schemes to acquire reliable
force-displacement data to help in the design of needle insertion haptic sim-
ulators. Measuring devices usually rely on 6 DoF force sensors and means to
track positions during insertions. The measurement apparatus can either be
handheld by an expert surgeon [13, 14, 49] or be robotically inserted through
tissues [14, 51]. To improve the reliability of insertion tests into ex vivo tis-
sues, Li et al. developed a test platform that would record forces during needle
insertion while simulating movements due to respiration [14].

Authors Papers Anatomy parts Identification

Daniel [24] Shoulder Literature and expert feedback

Senac [25] Lumbar region Expert feedback

DiVece [26] Abdominal region Cohort of 10 expert urologists feedback

Wu [27] liver Measurements: insertion tests on bovine and porcine samples

Pepley [13] Neck tissues Cadaver needle insertion experiments and expert feedback

Sadeghnejad [28] Sinus and skull basis Sheep sample curette insertion tests

Pepley [42] Neck tissues Expert feedback and method developed in [41]

Correa [30] Alveolar nerve block Novice and Expert Feedback

Sainsbury [7] Validation through novice and expert users

Li [14] Kidney Custom test-bench, in vivo measurements, evaluation with novice and experts

Esterer [32] Epidural needle insertion Measurements on cadaveric and phantom tissues

El-Monajjed [33] Intervertebral disc Measurements on cadaveric tissues

Mohammadi (FEM) [44] Skin Experimental data obtained from literature

Table 3: Overview of parameters identification methods in recent years
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2.4 Conclusion On Needle Insertion Simulation Models

Various approaches have been proposed to render forces during needle inser-
tion into tissues. They vary in computation complexity and their ability to
accurately render forces and deformations. The majority of recent works still
rely on displacement-force models that heavily depend on experimental data
and/or expert feedback to obtain realistic force feedback. These approaches
are still being improved to grasp all the complexity of needle insertion into
soft tissues and motivate the prototyping of measurement apparatus.

3 Gesture Assessment

To integrate haptic simulators into a medical training routine, it is essential to
define two validation criteria for its use. Indeed, the simulator must allow the
evaluation of the performance to qualify the gesture and quantify the progress
of a trainee [52]. On the other hand, it is necessary to study the impact of
the use of new technology in the learning process compared to the classical
training method [53].

3.1 Gesture Evaluation

Whatever the practice and the application, it is necessary to objectively eval-
uate the mastery of the gesture and the progress of the trainee during his/her
curriculum. There are many evaluation methods specific to each type of skill.
In the medical field, many evaluation methods have been developed to study
surgical procedures. We can classify them into two categories [54]:

� Subjective tests based on responses to targeted questionnaires [55, 56];
� Objective tests from the study of skills based on measurable metrics [57, 58].

The first method to evaluate and improve the learning of a gesture is the use
of subjective tests. These are usually carried out in the form of questionnaires.
In the medical field, there are three well-known questionnaires:

� The NASA TLX [59];
� The ASQ - IBM [60];
� Bibliographic Collection and Usability Scale System [61].

The main issue with the subjective tests is that they do not allow for the
quantification of learning because they are based on the learner’s feelings. How-
ever, they allow us to measure the degree of confidence of a learner concerning
the action he/she is performing. The other problem with these tests is that
they focus exclusively on a specific application (e.g. NASA TLX for robot-
assisted surgery). As far as we know, for the moment, there are no subjective
tests that can be used for needle insertion. This gesture focuses, most of the
time, exclusively on the haptic perception of the learner. This sense, although
described and studied mechanically in the literature, is only rarely present in
psychomotor studies.
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Concerning the objective tests, there are several methods to analyze the
gesture allowing to evaluate its mastery such as the OSATS method [62–64]
(for classical surgery) or the GOALS method [65, 66] (for minimally invasive
surgery and in particular laparoscopy). Other metrics for surgical skill eval-
uation have been developed based on the orientation of surgical instruments
[58]. These methods make it possible to score a specific gesture of a practi-
tioner. This rating is based on the analysis of predefined metrics and can be
compared with a reference score from an expert procedure [67]. It is thus pos-
sible to evaluate the performance of a learner and to use the results of these
algorithms for training purposes to evaluate the mastery of each user [68].

Although each application has its properties, standard and commonly used
metrics for the evaluation of medical procedures have been isolated. These
metrics are thus highlighted in various review studies [69, 70]. The main metrics
used to qualify a gesture are:

� the TCT [71, 72] (Task Completion Time) which corresponds to the time
necessary to complete a task;

� the deviation from an optimal path [70, 73];
� the regularity of movements [69, 74];
� the economy of movement [70];
� the length of movement [69, 75];
� the trajectory curvature and affine velocity [74, 76].

Most of the metrics presented above are applied to gestures performed
in a three-dimensional environment and are particularly relevant to surgical
gestures. These gestures require dexterity and navigation in space, hence the
relevance of metrics such as affine velocity, curvature, regularity of movement,
etc. Gesture evaluation methods provide good results for classical surgical
gestures [77]. However, they have two main problems. The first is that they
are difficult to generalize because they use predefined metrics and require the
notation of reference gestures. In general, specific metrics are found in many
medical applications. Indeed, it is important to note that the metrics are likely
to change according to each application. This is for example the case for epidu-
ral anesthesia [78] or ventricular puncture [79] where the main metric of gesture
mastery focuses on the interpretation of haptic sensations called ”overshoot”
[80–82]. Another example is prostate or uterine biopsy, where the main metric
is the reached position [83, 84]. It is important to note that new automatic
metric extraction methods are increasingly developed to address this issue [85].

The other recurring problem is the creation and use of a database to clas-
sify the different gestures and extract the metrics needed for evaluation. One
of the possible ways to improve the creation of a usable database is to intro-
duce gesture simulators. These simulators aim to reproduce clinical contexts
to allow the learner to train for a specific task. They can be purely virtual [86],
augmented reality [87, 88] or haptic [78, 89]. The main advantage of using sim-
ulators comes from their ability to extract data from learners’ gestures. This
data is derived from the many sensors that the simulator may contain and
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can then be used to evaluate the gesture and provide accurate feedback to the
learner to improve their learning. However, the use of simulators is still very
little implemented in practice because they require a modification of the clin-
ical learning routine and their impact on the learner’s curriculum is not yet
detailed in the literature.

3.2 Impact of Robotics in Clinical Routine

There are several works in the field of Human-Machine Interfaces (HMI) that
have focused on the impact of robotic interfaces in surgery. For now, most of
its work focuses on soft skills [90] (e.g., workflow, communication, situational
awareness, teamwork [53, 91–93]) and it uses mostly subjective metrics. In
addition, a 2015 neuroscience study by Heuer et al [94] on robotic assistance
for surgery, showed that it was difficult to show that a surgeon keeps the same
level of practice before and after the use of robotic systems in their clinical
routine [94]. He demonstrated the risk of dependence of the learner on the
specific robotic system in the context of teleoperation. However, a more recent
study based on objective metrics also concluded that the use of robotic systems
in the learning process achieved the desired level of competence faster than
with the conventional learning routine [95].

In general, the addition of a haptic simulator in the learning process of a
gesture has beneficial aspects such as the creation and use of databases allowing
objective or subjective feedback to the learner or the saving of learning time
[95]. It should be noted, however, that such devices are still not widely used in
practice because they often require too great a change in the learning routine.

Conclusions

In this paper, we provided an updated short review about haptic training simu-
lation on needle insertion. As an extensive overview was provided by Correa et
al. in 2019 [6], we focused here on three important and complementary aspects
of such simulators. We summed up specifications concerning the haptic devices
for this hands-on training application and exposed current commercial devices
and recent custom realizations. We reviewed recent force modeling approaches,
and detailed the issues of assessment with simulators and their integration
into learning routine. We could determine that recent results refine well-known
models and enhance experimental setups and methods to facilitate generically
getting experimental data. FEM-based approaches still do not permit real-
time computation but hybrid approaches as proposed by [1] may become a
good compromise. Despite these progress, the variety of case studies make it
still difficult comparing the various aforementioned modeling approaches as no
comparative work has yet been performed, as far as we know. As exposed in
[3], training simulators should be evaluated in terms of rendered haptic fidelity.
Each complete chain (from experimental data gathering to haptic rendering
evaluated using psychophysical studies) should be evaluated to determine the
most efficient ones in each family of medical cases. Classifying these simulators
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in low/medium/high haptic fidelity families would help embed them efficiently
into medical curricula.
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